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Introduction
This project was divided in two parts: I. Blind Source Separation and
II. Datasets Acquisition.
Part I. Blind Source Separation: it consists of the separation of a
set of source signals from a set of mixed signals without any
information (or little information) about the source signals or the
mixing process. The most common techniques of blind source
separation are: Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and
Independent Component Analysis (ICA). The goal of this part of the
project was to test these techniques as well as a different approach
to solve the Cocktail Party Problem using Gaussian Process Latent
Variable Models (GPLVM) with the aid of the GPy library.
Part II. Datasets Acquisition: I have been responsible for five
cameras and a depth sensor during four recording sessions, which
have provided datasets for future experiments of the S3A project
(http://s3a-spatialaudio.org).
Part I. Blind Source Separation
Part II. Datasets Acquisition
In this part of the project, I assisted the datasets acquisition for future
work on audio-visual source separation for the S3A project. I have
been responsible for the calibration of five cameras and a depth
sensor during four recording sessions that took place at the
Performing Arts Technology Studio 1. After recording all the data
needed, I have also synchronised the video takes from all cameras
and pre-processed them to estimate the lens parameters and the
geometry of the cameras.
Conclusion
The Cocktail Party Problem can be described as a scenario where
a set of microphones records mixed versions of several sources
within the environment. As it occurs with the human brain, the goal
is to apply techniques to separate each of these sources. The most
commonly used technique for this is ICA, which searches for a linear
decomposition of the data space.
Figure 2. Tests made involving ICA, PCA and GPLVM.
Figure 3. intrinsics calibration of a camera.
Figure 4. extrinsics calibration of the
cameras using a wand with two
coloured balls attached to it.
This summer placement helped me develop skills related to signal
processing, specially involving audio signals and algorithms related to
blind source separation. This project helped me learn about PCA and
ICA techniques and to obtain a practical notion of GPLVM. Results
with latter were not satisfactory, but they contribute to an initial
evaluation that will shape the future of experiments in the CVSSP.
Also, I have learnt about how to acquire video datasets and how to
calibrate cameras, as I had never dealt with this before.
Figure 1. Illustration of ICA for blind source separation in images.
Figure 6. Stereo cameras and depth 
sensor.
Figure 5. Wiring up synchronisation cables
on cameras.
Further to doing experiments with ICA, we also performed
experiments with GPLVM, a non-linear dimensionality reduction
method.
Figure 7. Stereo cameras and depth sensor.
